Telford, Pennsylvania: Vulcan Spring & Mfg. has announced it is going to participate in the 2022 SHOT SHOW®. After two years, NSSF The Firearm Industry Trade Association’s event is back with the motto “We’re All In”.

SHOT Show® is known as the nation's largest professional event for industry products, manufacturers, sport shooting, and hunting. This year's event is projected to be larger than ever before with 800,000 net square feet for participants and registered guests to explore.

Vulcan is enthusiastic to connect and showcase how their springs are made to precision and accuracy for custom firearm solutions. Common springs that are manufactured and custom designed include recoil springs, magazine springs, and trigger springs.

Although Vulcan does not craft individual replacement firearms springs; they do work with engineers and designers to prototype and produce high-volume springs for a range of firearm applications.

Serving multiple industries, including firearms, Vulcan's spring solutions are proudly made in the USA and ISO recognized.

It will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada from 18-21 January 2022 at The Venetian Expo and Caesar Forum. Vulcan will be Booth # 52426.
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